Capsaicin, acid and heat-evoked currents in rat trigeminal ganglion neurons: relationship to functional VR1 receptors.
Activation of primary trigeminal (TG) neurons by protons, capsaicin, or heat can evoke a variety of sensations, including tingling, stinging, warmth, and burning. Capsaicin and acid are trigeminal stimulants that are important in gustatory physiology. These stimuli can activate H(+)-gated ion channels and heterologously expressed VR1 receptors (vanilloid receptor 1). We have obtained evidence by using electrophysiological and pharmacological measurements on TG neurons that these three stimuli can activate many receptors, and we have determined the extent they behave similarly to VR1 receptors and H(+)-gated channels from the DEGenerin/ENaC superfamily. Whole-cell recordings from rat TG neurons revealed that protons evoked transient (Tp), sustained (Sp), and biphasic (TSp) currents. Tp currents had reversal potentials (Vr) of 24-45 mV, a pH(0.5) range from 5.5 to 6.5, and were inhibited by amiloride, suggesting the presence of functional H(+)-gated channels. Sp currents were inhibited by the VR1 antagonist capsazepine, had Vr's approximately 0 mV, and had pH(0.5) = 6.4. Capsaicin also activated transient (Tc), sustained (Sc), and biphasic (TSc) currents. At pH 5.9, the sensitivity of the Sc currents increased by about a factor of 10, which may partially account for the synergistic responses of acid in foods containing capsaicin. Heating TG neurons evoked a thermally active, capsazepine-inhibitable current with threshold temperature of 43 degrees C and Vr = 5 mV that is also present in neurons activated by and protons (Sp) and capsaicin (Sc). These data suggest that TG neurons have functional receptors that behave similarly to VR1. Activation of such receptors should result in a burning sensation, whereas activation of the transient and biphasic currents should result in other taste descriptors.